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Capital Buenos Aires Government Type presidential republic Currency Argentine pesos (ARS)
Population 43,886,748 Total Area. Official name República Argentina (Argentine Republic) Form
of government federal republic with two legislative houses (Senate [72]; Chamber of Deputies
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The " Dirty War " (Spanish: Guerra Sucia), was the name used by the Argentine Military
Government for a period of state terrorism in Argentina from roughly 1974 to 1983.
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“What type of government does Canada have ?” is one of the most frequently asked questions
about Canada. Canada is a constitutional monarchy with a parliamentary. What Type Of
Government Does England Have Out of all the countries that make up the United Kingdom, it is
just England that does not have.
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Aug 25, 2015. There is a prominent Socialist Party of Argentina and the Argentine economy is
often. Find out why it does not really make sense to call Argentina a socialist even though the
South American nation has many socialistic tendencies. of socialist-style programs implemented
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